
Sponsor Meeting 3 
 

Date 7/12/2017 
Time 1645 - 1750 

Venue SIS Level 4  
Attendees Jin Qiang 

Sushil 
Sherman 

Absentees Celestine 
Derrick 

 
Agenda 

Item Description 
1. Set out requirements and expectation from the group 

- Set up regular meetings (fixed timings) every 2 weeks when school 
terms starts 

- Send out event calendar for meeting invitation with sponsor. 
- Clarify of all requirements in great detail.  
- Provide reason for rejection of change of functionality (if any) 

 
2. A video to persuade elderly to participate in study. 

Video should be from an elderly’s perspective. Can tell roughly what will 
happen. Must be simple and easy to understand. 
 
Update of expected deliverables: 

1. Video must be done by 1st week of January 
2. Video link to be set up before Jan (31 December 2017) 
3. Application needs to be deployed by 2nd week of January 

 
3. Key stakeholders for Project: 

- Steven Miller (Vice Provost - Research) 
- Centre for Research on the Economics Of Ageing 

4 Project Timeframe 
 
Priority: Application, Stabilization of Application, Reduce battery drainage.  
By Feb, need to rollout (esp. mobile interaction with beacon), to few 
hundred elderly. Send sensors by post, or manually giving, as well as 
instructions that we come up with to let them know how to install. 
System must allow administrative interface, he can be prompted if any 
seniors do not download the app, app not running, app crash, etc. 
 
Dashboard can come in a bit later. 

5 User Acceptance Testing 
 



- CREA only letting us know around 27 January to know who has 
consented to let somebody contact them to onboard. (Push back 
UAT 1) 

 
- Ensure separation of UAT of application and battery usage UAT in 

project schedule 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 1750H with the next meeting scheduled TBC. 
 

Task List 
Item Task Action by 

1. Brainstorming of video for persuasion for users to participate 
in application, film and edit 

All 
[12/12/17] 

2. Schedule with Supervisor/Sponsor Jinqiang 
[31/12/17] 

3. Updating of other members of sponsor and supervisor 
meeting 

Jinqiang 
[10/12/17] 

4. Ensure separation of UAT of app and battery UAT in project 
schedule 

Celestine 
[17/12/17] 

 
These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no amendments reported in 
the next three days.  
 

 
Vetted by, 
Jinqiang 

Vetted by, 
Sushil 

 
 


